Transforming Education Knowledge Hub

29 June: Events @ The Village

9:00 – 9:45

All means All: Ensuring the participation of learners with disabilities in inclusive, quality and equitable education

By IDA Secretariat

Action Track 1

13:00-13:30

Building a digital ecosystem for learning that mobilizes collective and artificial intelligence

By Learning Planet Institute

Action Track 4

13:45 – 14:30

Education Data for Crisis Affected Populations: Achieving Transformation through Information
Action Track 1

14:00 – 14:45

**Digital First: Mindset to transform Education**

By The Permanent Delegations of Latvia and the Cook Islands, as chair of the UNESCO SIDS Group

Action Track 4

14:00 – 14:45

**Transforming Education Financing: Crafting a global deal for recovery**

By Global Campaign for education

Action Track 5

14:15 – 15:15

**Youth Advocacy Training**

By SDG4Youth

Youth Hub

15:15 – 15:30

**Performance by Eme Alfonso**

Youth Hub